Wonder Woman 1984 and the Bible
Our family decided to watch Wonder Woman 84 the other day because we like Scifi and action films.
We also think it’s pretty cool to watch a movie with an Israeli actress who had been in the IDF. As in
all secular movies there were a couple of things I really didn’t care for but as with all things in life,
chew the meat and spit out the bones.
Two major principles in this movie struck me as being so biblical.
First, Diana as a child is participating in these Olympic games and at one point she takes her eyes off
the path in front of her to see where the other girls in the competition were and falls off her horse,
who keeps trotting along without her and she also loses her bow. That right there speaks volumes. If
you take your eye off the path in front of you to see where others are in comparison with you, you
will lose your way. We shouldn’t be comparing ourselves to others but instead continue walking the
path Yah has set out for us.
So when she falls off the horse she then has to try to figure out if she gives up or finds a way to
continue somehow. She looks around her and lo and behold finds a shortcut. So without a second
thought she takes the shortcut and is able to catch up to her horse and get back on and continue the
race. But aha! She has lost her bow and is not able to mark her advancements on the marker up at the
arena and the judges are taking note of this.
This girl is no doubt super strong, talented, and very intelligent and has a strong will to be a winner. I
have to confess with some shame that I became fatigued just watching these ladies do these
strenuous exercises. So, thanks to her strength and determination, not only does she make it back to
the arena, but she comes in first. Just as she is about to go collect her prize one of the judges pulls her
off her track and holds her back telling her that she took a short cut and cheated and therefore is not
worthy of getting the prize!! Many tears and anger follow for the little girl who was so sure of her
victory only to have it taken from her at the very last moment.
What a lesson. This reminds me of the verses:
“Many will say to Me in that day, ‘Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in Your name, cast out demons
in Your name, and done many wonders in Your name?’
“And then I will declare to them, ‘I never knew you; depart from Me, you who practice lawlessness!’
Matthew 7:22-23
I much fear many believers are taking short-cuts to do those things they think our Father wants; in
other words, not obeying all of His word, all of His commandments but maybe they are out there
helping the community, feeding the needy, even preaching salvation to the lost but taking no heed to
try to figure out what Yah really wants from them, not trying to be completely obedient to His desires
and then when they stand in front of the Great White Throne they will claim “But we were out there
feeding the homeless, and preaching your Word” but He will say: “Yes, all those things are great but
you never bothered to learn what I wanted of you, you took short-cuts and now you are not deserving

of the prize. You did not stay on the competition path the whole way but instead did things your way
and now you think that because you were creative and found another way to the finish line that you
are worthy of praise!”
It is good to help the community, it is good to feed the homeless, to preach salvation, etc, etc but if
we are not taking the time to figure out what His Word says as to how we are to live all areas of our
lives then we will not make it to that first-place podium!!!
Another thing that powerfully called my attention was the whole concept of the wishes and how this
stone would grant these wishes but with the condition that it would take your greatest treasure from
you. In Diana’s case it was her strength and power. In the case of Barbara, it was her kindness,
gentleness and sweetness and she became selfish and evil. Boy, again what a lesson. In this movie
everyone was making these horribly selfish wishes, even one man desiring death to his wife at which
point she has a massive heart attack and falls on the floor. But all these selfish desires were creating a
horrible chaos in the world to the point where the whole world was about to be destroyed in a
thermo-nuclear war.
Do you see it? Do you see how the majority of the world has put aside those things which are good,
moral and ethical to follow their own selfish desires and how it has created much chaos in the world?
It’s only when Wonder Woman pleads with the world through a television broadcast for them to put
aside their selfish desires and to love that the world starts to go back to what it had been before. Yah
is pleading with us every day to follow His Word that He designed to keep the chaos away from our
lives, our family and household, and by extension the community and the world around us but the
world has largely ignored His pleas and is now plagued with chaos.
If we had only followed His instructions written through the entire Bible (rules), we wouldn't be in this
place. We wouldn’t be in a society that glorifies personal convenience even to the detriment of the
lives of our unborn children, a society that is individualistic instead of focusing on the needs of the
family structure as it is in so many other cultures world-wide, a society where children have been
abandoned so women can be empowered and who end up in the legal system for the sake of women
being in key positions in Fortune 500 companies.
Now please understand, there is a time and place for everything. There are seasons in our lives where
we need to be home with our littles and there are seasons where our littles are not so little anymore
and then we have more time for ministry. There are seasons where women are abandoned, and they
have to work to provide for their family. We live in a fallen world, but I just wish the sexual revolution
hadn’t happened and we lived in a more traditional society where women could be keepers of their
homes and children, instead of being forced to work. I wish all women had a stronger support system
around them made up of wise grandmas, aunts and sisters. But that’s not the world we live in and I
fully understand that.
One concept that kept popping up in the movie was the concept of truth vs. lies. And that brings me
back to what the Bible says about truth, that it will set us free. We find ourselves in a position of

spiritual slavery because we did not recognize the truth, because we’ve bought into the lies that we
have carried down from generation to generation and we refuse, as believers, to examine those lies,
those traditions to see if they are truly the will of our Father because again, we are selfish. And in
being selfish we are part of the chaos instead of being that light to the nations that we were called to
be and we will be held accountable for it. You will especially be accountable for those truths that
were told to you and you ignored because you had to have (insert those things you are not willing to
give up not even for your Messiah), because you were more in love with those things that you were
with your Messiah, with your God. It saddens me how I’ve tried to talk to several people about certain
Torah principles and they’ve just said: I love God but don’t ask me to give up my (favorite things). And
I just want to sit them down with one of those movies like the Passion of Christ, let them watch the
scene of the crucifixion and then ask them: So you’re telling me Jesus went through this horrible,
painful, gruesome, humiliating public execution so your sins could be forgiven and you could have
access to eternal life, yet you can’t give up your favorite things? Why? Because it tastes good in your
mouth? Because that activity is so much FUN, brings you temporary pleasure? Because it’s a tradition
your family has observed for generations? Because you simply are a selfish human being who cares
nothing, in the end, for what your Creator is asking of you and all you can focus on is the temporary
pleasures of this life to the detriment of your eternal salvation????
I think we all need to watch this movie with an open mind and see the cautionary tale it portrays and
apply it to the Biblical principles we are supposed to be living. I really think the writer and/or director
of this movie was somewhat inspired by God to make a secular story but that is so full of biblical
principles. Occasionally a story or movie comes along that even though it’s not “Christian” per se has
some really exceptional values in it that we can all learn from and apply in our lives as well as the lives
of our loved ones.
So what can we learn from WW84?
1. Don’t take short-cuts and do things your way or you will not be collecting the prize
2. Put aside your selfish desires and wishes lest you contribute to the chaos in the world.
3. Try to persuade those around you to love (active love is obedience of God) others.

-Tamara Blessing

